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It has been shown that the so-called secant method for finding roots of real- 
valued functions has the greatest power among all algorithms using the same 
amount of information and satisfying a smoothness condition. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Iterative procedures for finding a zero of a function of one variable can 
conveniently be compared in terms of their degree, or, as called here, power. 
If a procedure produces a sequence {xk) converging to the limit r, the power 
is defined in the literature, for example, Refs. [l-3], as the largest number 
p > 1 such that 
Iii-i 
1 xk+l - r 1 
Ixk-r12, 
< co.1 
For instance, the power of the so-called secant method was found in Ref. [2] 
to be about 1.62. The powers of the methods based on more general poly- 
nomial interpolation were also determined in Refs. [2] and [3], which also 
include an extensive list of references of papers in this area. 
Our aim in this paper is to prove that the secant method has the greatest 
power among all “comparable” algorithms satisfying a smoothness condition. 
By “comparable” algorithms we mean those that make use of the same 
amount of information at each step as the secant method, viz., Xi , Xi-1 , 
fW, andf(xd 
The present analysis is confined to the secant method for the sake of 
perspicuity; the results with analogously defined smoothness conditions are 
extendable to the other methods based on more general polynomial inter- 
polations. 
* We actually use another definition which has the advantage that it defines power 
for every algorithm. 
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2. ALGORITHMS AND POWER 
Let .9 denote a set of functions f : R -+ R, R the set of real numbers, 
which have a real root r. For each integer k = 1,2,..., let g, denote a function 
R4 + R, and consider the difference equation 
xle+l = g&c, , ~-1 ,fW>f h-d, k = 1,L.v 
(2.1) 
of order not greater than two. Denote by {sk} the solution to (2.1). The 
symbols xk denote variables ranging over the set of real numbers, and gk 
certain values assigned to xk . If there is no danger of confusion, no distinction 
is made between xk and 8 . 
The set g = (gk} of functions will be called a root-finding algorithm if the 
solution (z~} for some initial conditions g0 and or converges to the root r 
off for each f E %. Denote by Q the set of all such root-finding algorithms. 
We now come to the notion of power of an algorithm. The present definition 
is a modification of the several more or less equivalent definitions given in the 
literature, Refs. [l-3]. Let I,,, be the set of (%a, %i) where (2.1) converges. 
Define, first, for each g E 9 and f E 9r with root r 
P(f, R) = sup /p I p E R, lim ’ ~~~rr,~ = 0 
for all (x0 , xr) in I,,, n W(t, F), some ~1~. (24 
Since xk -+ r, the indicated set is not empty, for it contains the point 0. 
The value p( f, g) = co is allowed. The power of an algorithm g with respect 
to 3 is defined as 
PM = inf{ P( f, d I f f &-. (2.3) 
Hence, so long as there is one function in 9 for which p( f, g) is finite, the 
algorithm g has a finite, definite power. 
* Here N*(r, E) Clip denotes an r-neighborhood of the point (r, r). This particular 
chaise of the restriction of the initial conditions in (2.2) has been made in order to get 
a definition of power naturally comparable to that of the secant algorithm in the next 
section. A different power would result if in (2.2) we replace the quantification by: 
. . . for all (x0, x1) in some set. 
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3. OPTIMALITY OF THE SECANT ALGORITHM 
The secant algorithm is given by the singleton set (#J}, i.e., for all h, g, = (6, 
where 
‘b@k 9 %-1 ,Yk ,Yk-1) = xk -Yk 
xk - x,&l 
Yk - Yk-1 
,Yk #Yk-I* (3.1) 
Let f[x, x’] and f[x, x’, x”] denote the divided differences of the first two 
orders, i.e., 
Then [4] for some f with f(y) = 0 and ei = xi - r, we get readily from 
(3.1) and (3.2) that 
e k+l = - 
f @k--l , xk 2 yl ekek_, , 
f ixk-l 3 xkl 
k = 0, l,... . 
Let the set 9 be the set consisting of all continuous functions f : R -+ R 
with f (r) = 0, some r, for which 
in4 f [x, x’](/x, x’ E N(r, S)] > 0, 
sup{lf [x, x’, q/x, x’, xv E N(r, 6)) < 00, 
(3.4) 
where N(r, 8) is some neigborhood of Y. Clearly, all functions with continuous 
derivatives of the first two orders with f ‘(y) # 0 belong to g. 
The power of the secant method has been determined in various ways 
[2, 31; it is the real rootp, , greater than one, of the equationp2 - p - 1 = 0, 
or about 1.62. It follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that 4 E 9. 
On intuitive grounds one might expect that there is no algorithm in 9 
which has a greater power than p, . This is because it is hard to imagine 
what more information there is to extract at each step from the past two 
points, (xk , f (xk)) and (xk-r , f (xk-r)), than the secant passing through these 
points. Yet, we cannot prove the nonexistence of some “demon”-algorithm 
with a greater power than p, without making some smoothness assumptions. 
The smoothness condition which we shall presently give is not the weakest 
we can think of, but it is indicative of the sort of restrictions needed, and it 
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makes the proof of the desired result easy. Let g denote an algorithm in 9 
which is written as + + 4; that is, 
i!k@k , xk-1 , yk , y&l) = xk - yk ;: 1 ,“t: + h(% 9 ‘k--l P Yk I Yk--lh 
(3.5) 
Yk f Yk-1' 
Let P*,r denote a line with slope q and zero r, i.e., y = q(x - r). The 
smoothness condition can now be stated as follows. For all q # 0 and r, 
there exist l , 8, y, and M such that, if for all (x,, , x1) E If,y n W(r, l ) 
A(% , %l, Yi >Yi-1) +() 
YiYi-1 
where f is P,,, , then for all k, q’ E N(q, a>, f’ E N(r, r), and (x,, , XI) EIY,~ n 
N2(r, 4 
(34 
where f’ is PQj,T* and yi = q’(xi - r’), i = 0, 1. 
For instance, if &(x1 , x0 , yr , yo)/ylyO diverges as yi and y0 tend to 0 
along P,,? , or if it remains uniformly bounded for (x,, , x1) in the indicated 
set, then this condition is satisfied. If, again, & happens to go to zero at the 
rate ykyk-r or faster along P,,r when started at the points of convergence of g, 
then it seems reasonable to require that I& ( at the very least remains bounded 
by some M(q, r) at the nearby points. 
(3.7) THEOREM. No algorithm g satisfying (3.6) can have power greater 
than p, , the power of the secant algorithm, with respect to g, or even with 
respect to the subset of F consisting of parabolas. 
Proof. With (3.5) we get, using (3.3), 
e k+l = - 
f[Xk--l, %k I rl 
f  !ixk-I 9 xkl 
ekek-1 f #k@k , xk-l ,fhk) pf(Xk-l))a (3.8) 
Define 
le I k+l 
___ = Ck(p,f)* 
1 ek 1’ 
Then writing Mk( f) = f  [x&-l , xk , r]lf[Xkel , xk]p we get 
ck(PO ,.f> = 1 & - Mk(f) 1 c;:?(&, , f  ), (3.10) 
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since 
I ek-, I 
-%$?,,a+,,+1 = 1 
Suppose now that g satisfying (3.6) has power greater than p, . Then by (2.2) 
and (2.3), c&a ,j) -+ 0 for alIfE 9. Since ci:p(p, ,j) -+ co, we must have 
#ktXk , %--lJc%JLf(~k-1)) +J,g*(f) 
ekek--l 
for all j E 9. (3.11) 
Let j be a line Pp,? as in definition (3.6). Then Mk( j) = 0, and (3.11) gives 
Ykyk-1 
for all (x0, x1) in If,g n IV@, c), 
where (xk , yk) E P,.T - Hence, by (3.6) there exist y and 6 such that the 
conclusion in (3.6) holds. 
,Now let jbe a quadratic polynomial in s withj’(r) = q and j” > 2q3 * Al, 
where M is the number from (3.6). As this time 
and 
we deduce from (3.11) that 
+kbk, %k-l 9 f&k) ,-f&k-1)) 
f(xk)f(xk-l~ 
,’ f” > M 
2qs * 
(3.12) 
By continuity off’(x) and convergence of the sequence j(xk) to zero, there 
exists an n such that for all K 2 n, (xk-r , xk) E Ifn,g n W(Y, E), where j’ is 
P P’,rl and q’ E N(q, a), I’ E N(Y, y). Since now both the last inequality in 
(3.6) and (3.12) hold, we have a contradiction. Hence, the power of g can 
at most be pa as claimed. 
Example. (by S. Winograd and P. Wolfe). Consider an algorithm (3.5) 
where I& = y!-r . Condition (3.6) is satisfied since the “if - clause” is not 
true; in fact, with j the line y = x, the sequence ~,&Jya,,ya,,-~ = ~:‘~“-~/a$ 
does not converge for, say, x0 = &Y~ , and ] x1 1 < 1. 
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